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Coping with environmental uncertainty: dynamic bet hedging as a maternal effect

Angela J. Crean* and Dustin J. Marshall

School of Integrative Biology, University of Queensland, 4072 Brisbane, Queensland, Australia

Mothers in a range of taxa manipulate the phenotype of their offspring in response to environmental change in order to maximize their own fitness. Most studies have focused on changes in the mean phenotype of offspring. Focusing on mean offspring phenotypes is appropriate for species in which mothers are likely to successfully predict the environment their offspring will experience, but what happens when the offspring’s environment is unpredictable? Theory suggests that when mothers face uncertainty regarding their offspring’s environment, they should increase within-clutch variation in the offspring phenotype (i.e. they should bet hedge). While comparative analyses support the idea that mothers do bet hedge in response to environmental unpredictability, empirical tests are very rare and it remains unclear whether mothers adaptively adjust variance in offspring traits (a phenomenon we call dynamic bet hedging). As a first step towards examining dynamic bet hedging, we reanalysed data from five previously published studies. These studies were across a range of taxa, but all manipulated the maternal environment/phenotype and then examined changes in mean offspring size. We found some support for the theoretical predictions that mothers should increase within-clutch offspring size variation when faced with unpredictable environments. We predict that dynamic bet hedging is more common than previously anticipated and suggest that it has some interesting implications for the studies that focus on shifts in mean offspring traits alone. Hence, future studies should examine maternal effects on both the mean and the variance of offspring traits.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Offspring phenotypes are remarkably variable at all levels—among species, populations within species, females within populations, clutches within mothers and individuals within clutches (e.g. offspring size, reviewed in Bernardo 1996; Marshall & Keough 2008). The role of maternal effects in generating this variability has long been the focus of research, and a range of factors have been identified that affect the mean phenotype of offspring produced by mothers (as demonstrated in this volume). While there has been a sustained and significant focus on the influence of maternal effects on the mean phenotype of offspring, the role of maternal effects on variability in offspring traits within clutches has received far less attention (Koops et al. 2003). This is surprising given the numerous conceptual and theoretical arguments that mothers should receive fitness benefits from producing offspring of variable phenotypes in unpredictable environments (e.g. Cohen 1966; Capinera 1979; Koops et al. 2003).

Generally, selection should favour mothers that produce offspring with a phenotype that maximizes maternal fitness (Mousseau & Fox 1998; Uller 2008). Importantly, the offspring phenotype that maximizes maternal fitness does not necessarily maximize offspring fitness and thus parents and offspring can be in conflict over what is the ‘best’ phenotype for both parties (Trivers 1974). Offspring size–number strategies best illustrate this conflict between mothers and offspring: mothers typically divide their resources among many offspring at the expense of each individual offspring’s fitness (Smith & Fretwell 1974). The optimal offspring phenotype that mothers ‘should’ produce in order to maximize their fitness depends strongly on the conditions their offspring are likely to experience. Given most environments vary in space and time over the lifespan of mothers, mothers must often use cues from their own environment as predictors of the environment of their offspring. Numerous empirical studies demonstrate that mothers do indeed adjust the mean phenotype of their offspring according to changes in the maternal environment (reviewed in Mousseau & Fox 1998; Uller 2008). However, what if mothers cannot accurately anticipate the environment that their offspring experience?

When environments vary unpredictably, a single phenotype is unlikely to perform well in every circumstance. Therefore, if mothers cannot detect the likely environment of their offspring, or environmental cues in the maternal generation suggest that the offspring environment is likely to vary unpredictably,
Box 1. Bet hedging: the basics revisited

Reducing variation in reproductive success among generations carries an adaptive benefit because this reduction in variation increases the geometric mean fitness—the key component of any bet-hedging evolutionary strategy (Seger & Brockmann 1987; Philippi & Seger 1989). Geometric means—as opposed to arithmetic means—are calculated by multiplying values together and then raising this value to the power of 1/n where n=the number of values being considered. Because geometric means essentially estimate cumulative fecundity across generations, they give a far better estimate of relative population growth rates. Therefore, the mean fitness within a generation and across generations should be calculated as the arithmetic and geometric means, respectively (Gillespie 1977). For a detailed discussion of diversified bet hedging and maximizing geometric fitness, see Philippi & Seger (1989).

Mathematically, the geometric mean is related to the arithmetic mean by the equation

\[ \mu_G = \mu_A - \left(\frac{\sigma^2}{2}\right) \]

where \( \mu_G \) is the geometric mean fitness; \( \mu_A \) is the arithmetic mean fitness; and \( \sigma \) is the among-generation variation in fitness. Note that this equation applies to among-generation bet hedging only (see box 2) and only applies for fitness values greater than 0 (when fitness is zero for any generation, the geometric mean is always zero, i.e. the population goes extinct). As a simple rule of thumb, any strategy that has lower among-generation variance but the same arithmetic mean as another strategy will yield a higher geometric mean. However, a strategy with a very low arithmetic mean and low among-generation variance will not have a higher geometric mean than a strategy with a very high arithmetic mean and (relatively) higher among-generation variance (assuming that fitness in any one generation is always greater than 0). Thus, mothers are under selection to not only minimize among-generation variance in their reproductive success, but also to maximize their arithmetic mean fitness within generations (Gillespie 1977; Orr 2007), and this raises important trade-offs where the ability of mothers to predict the local offspring environment becomes crucial.
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic showing the relationships among within-clutch variability in offspring size, within-generation reproductive success, among-generation variability in reproductive success and geometric mean fitness. Increasing within-clutch variability decreases reproductive success within any one generation (assuming there is a single, optimal offspring size) but decreases variability among generations. (b) When environments are predictable, mothers should decrease within-clutch variability in offspring size so as to maximize reproductive success and thus geometric mean fitness. (c) However, when environments are unpredictable, mothers should increase within-clutch variability in offspring size, decreasing among-generation variation in reproductive success in order to increase geometric mean fitness.

Mothers should hedge their bets by producing a range of offspring phenotypes (Cohen 1966; Seger & Brockmann 1987; Philippi & Seger 1989). Bet hedging at reproduction has long been recognized as an adaptive strategy in unpredictable environments (e.g. Capinera 1979; Crump 1981; Koops et al. 2003;
While bet hedging as a solution to environmental uncertainty has considerable intuitive appeal and some theoretical support, there are some significant doubts regarding its underlying adaptive value and applicability. Furthermore, there is significant ambiguity associated with the term ‘bet hedging’—the phrase covers a range of very different reproductive strategies that carry very different fitness pay-offs.

One of the often underappreciated issues associated when bet hedging is considered is that there are two distinct forms of bet hedging: (i) among generation and (ii) within generation. Hopper et al. (2003) provided an excellent and detailed overview of the important differences between these two forms of bet hedging, but we will provide a brief description of the issues associated with within- and among-generation bet hedging that are relevant to our discussion here. Among-generation bet hedging is essentially where mothers produce offspring with a range of different phenotypes that experience the same environment. Among-generation bet hedging is perhaps more common and more easily understood as the benefits of this form are straightforward: fitness benefits arise because at least some of the offspring will have the ‘right’ phenotype for the local environment. Within-generation bet hedging is more restricted and involves producing the same phenotype but spreading offspring across multiple environments (classically, this form of bet hedging is known as ‘not putting all one’s eggs in the same basket’). Within-generation bet hedging is more complicated because population size strongly affects the benefits of this form of bet hedging: in large populations, the benefits of within-generation bet hedging are greatly reduced (Yasui 1998; Hopper et al. 2003; but see Proulx 2000). In this paper, we consider the benefits of producing variable offspring sizes as a bet-hedging strategy and in this regard, we are explicitly focused on among-generation bet hedging. Thus, we would expect that producing variable offspring sizes carries strong benefits in unpredictable environments. However, it is important to recognize that in all of the case studies we discuss below, offspring can disperse to different environments and so it could be argued that a limited amount of within-generation bet hedging also occurs. Regardless, our goal here is simply to highlight that caution should be exercised whenever one uses the term bet hedging in regard to maternal reproductive strategies.

A second issue associated with discussions of bet hedging is the distinction between diversified bet hedging and conservative bet hedging (Seger & Brockmann 1987). Diversified bet hedging is where mothers produce a range of phenotypes (as described above as among-generation bet hedging): conservative bet hedging is where mothers produce a single phenotype; but that phenotype is of such ‘quality’ that reproductive success is relatively constant from generation to generation. Specifically relating to offspring size, diversified bet hedging occurs when mothers produce a range of offspring sizes and conservative bet hedging occurs when mothers produce offspring that are consistently larger than a long-term optimal offspring size. Some models suggest that conservative bet hedging is more likely to be favoured than diversified bet hedging with regard to offspring size (Einum & Fleming 2004), but others find the converse (Marshall et al. 2008). Ultimately, the relative benefits of conservative and diversified bet hedging will depend on a number of factors including the offspring size–fitness function. Again, we simply want to highlight that it is important to recognize that there are multiple paths to reducing among-generation variation in reproductive success, and that the benefits of various bet-hedging strategies are not always clear.

Simons & Johnston 2006). Increasing within-clutch variation in unpredictable environments can reduce the variation in reproductive success among generations, by ensuring that at least some offspring are likely to have the ‘right’ phenotype for the local environment (see box 1). This is because (over time) the cost of producing fewer offspring is larger than the benefit of producing more offspring (Gillespie 1977; Philipp & Seger 1989; Orr 2007). Therefore, in unpredictable environments, fitness across multiple generations may be maximized by increasing the variation in offspring phenotypes within generations, and thereby reducing the variation in offspring fitness across generations.

One of the best cited examples of maternal bet hedging concerns offspring size. Producing a range of offspring sizes within a single clutch inevitably means that mothers will produce some offspring that are not of an optimal size. So how do mothers face the dual challenge of maximizing the within-generation mean fitness and minimizing the among-generation variation in reproductive success? They achieve the former via plasticity in mean offspring size and the latter via within-clutch variation. Importantly, these two traits (i.e. the proportion of offspring close to the optimal size and variance in offspring size) trade off against each other: the more variance, the more offspring that are away from the optimal size (Marshall et al. 2008). Ultimately, the costs and benefits of the optimum variance trade-off will depend on the predictability of the environment and the scale at which the balancing selection pressures act. The ability of mothers to anticipate the environment that offspring will face determines the level of variation in offspring size that mothers will produce. When mothers have a good chance of predicting the environment their offspring will face, plasticity in mean offspring size (sometimes called ‘adaptive’ or ‘anticipatory’ maternal effects, Marshall & Uller 2007) will be favoured; when mothers have a poor chance of predicting the environment of their offspring, increasing variance in offspring size will be favoured (figure 1). The above argument indicates that there is significant uncertainty regarding the prevalence and importance of maternal bet hedging (including operational definitions of the term bet...
hedge-feeding itself: see box 2) and this uncertainty raises the important question: what empirical evidence is there for mothers employing bet-hedging strategies in unpredictable environments?

Numerous correlative studies have cited bet-hedging as an explanation for the observed within-clutch variation in offspring size. For example, Crump (1981) argued that some species of tree frogs exhibit within-clutch variability in the size of eggs as a bet-hedging strategy in response to environmental uncertainty. Species that breed in temporary ponds produce ‘flatter’ (i.e. more platykurtic) distributions of egg sizes than species that breed in permanent ponds (Crump 1981). Marshall et al. (2008) compared the offspring size variation across developmental modes in marine invertebrates, and found that within-clutch variability is the greatest in feeding, indirect developers that spend weeks to months in the plankton (where mothers are least able to predict offspring environment) and the smallest in species with direct development (where offspring hatch in the maternal environment). Within-species comparisons also suggest that bet-hedging is likely. In the sea slug, Alderia modesta, mothers that produce feeding, highly dispersive offspring exhibit higher levels of within-clutch variation in offspring size than mothers of the same species that produce far less dispersive, non-feeding offspring (Krug 1998). Other studies examining within-species/intraspecific correlations between total offspring size variation and environmental predictability also suggest adaptive processes in egg size variability (Poulin & Hamilton 2000; Einum & Fleming 2002), although caution must be exercised as these studies did not distinguish between among- and within-clutch variations.

Although correlative studies suggest that females may indeed be able to adjust variability in offspring size according to the anticipated environmental conditions, the strength of inference drawn from these studies is limited, and manipulative studies are required to produce more definitive conclusions. The particular problem with examining within-clutch variation in offspring size is that some offspring size variation is inevitable: mothers are unable to produce perfectly identical offspring and much of the observed variation in offspring size could be due simply to physiological constraints (Fox & Czesak 2000). Furthermore, variability in offspring size may increase in stressful or novel/rare conditions owing to developmental instability (de Jong et al. 1995; Debat & David 2001; Olsson & Uller 2002). Thus, determining whether a particular level of variation in offspring size is adaptive or not for any one species is problematic, as several different selective regimes can lead to context-dependent variance in offspring size.

The issue of within-clutch variability is further complicated by the fact that selection can favour within-clutch variability in the absence of selection for bet-hedging strategies. Mothers may increase egg size variability in order to increase arithmetic mean fitness. For example, in stinkbugs, Kudo (2001) found subadult species to lay smaller eggs around the periphery of the clutch in response to the positional risk of egg predation, whereas asocial species produce offspring of similar size (Kudo 2001, 2006). In this example, producing offspring of different sizes increases the number of surviving offspring in a constant and predictable environment. Furthermore, bet-hedging strategies may operate via different mechanisms. For example, many birds initiate incubation before their clutch is full to promote hatching asynchrony (Laaksonen 2004). Here, hatching asynchrony may be a method of maximizing the number of surviving chicks (i.e. arithmetic fitness) across a range of food availabilities, and is made possible as maternal provisioning continues after hatching and therefore clutch size adjustments can occur while parents feed their young. Hence, showing a difference in within-clutch variability is not sufficient evidence to support dynamic bet hedging as a maternal effect, and hypotheses and predictions must be clearly stated for each study system.

A more direct test of the adaptive nature of producing variable offspring sizes is to determine whether mothers dynamically adjust variation in the size of offspring in response to experimental manipulations of environmental unpredictability. Such an approach has been used to great effect in examining the selection pressures on mean offspring size (e.g. Fox et al. 1997) and we suggest that similar approaches could be used to determine whether mothers dynamically bet hedge. Unfortunately, we can find few studies that manipulate the maternal environment and directly measure within-clutch offspring size variation (but see Halpern 2005). As a first step, we have re-analysed some published studies that examine shifts in mean egg size across experimentally manipulated maternal environments to see whether there was a corresponding shift in the coefficient of variation (CV) within each clutch. These studies cover a variety of taxa and manipulations of maternal environment, both from our own work and that of colleagues who were generous enough to provide us with their raw data. Given the possibility that shifts in mean offspring size induce a shift in offspring size variation that is not adaptive, we have included two studies in which a change in offspring size variation would not be predicted, despite any shift in mean offspring size. However, these case studies represent datasets that we were able to access, and although we acknowledge that the list is far from exhaustive, they are purely designed to stimulate research and serve as a preliminary look at whether mothers may indeed control the within-clutch variance of their offspring. It is our hope that this paper encourages researchers to examine shifts in variance in addition to mean offspring traits in future studies.

2. DATA COMPILATION AND ANALYSIS

We used the raw data from published studies to generate the estimates of within-clutch variation in offspring size for mothers experiencing different environmental treatments. Standard deviations and variances typically show strong relationships with means. Given that in most of our studies a shift in mean offspring size occurred, we used CVs as our estimates of offspring size variation. The CV describes the standard deviation as a percentage of the mean, and therefore CVs are less likely to increase as an artefact of...
increases in means (Quinn & Keough 2002). Furthermore, we have taken care to ensure that differences in the estimates of variation are unaffected by differences in sample sizes among the different treatment groups.

To analyse the data, we did our best to replicate the original studies’ statistical analyses but, instead of analysing mean offspring size for each female as the unit of replication, we replaced it with the CV of offspring size for each female. When random factors were included, we used standard model simplification procedures to produce a reduced statistical model (Quinn & Keough 2002). In some instances, we could detect no effect of the experimental treatment and so we did power analyses to determine whether the lack of an effect represented a type II error. We arbitrarily set the effect size at a 50 per cent change in the CV because we had no a priori predictions of biologically significant effect sizes.

3. CASE STUDY 1
Plaistow et al. (2007) manipulated both the natal and the adult environment of the soil mite, Sancassania berlesei, and examined lifetime maternal provisioning strategies (egg size, egg number and maternal survival). Mites were reared from hatching in a low, medium or high ‘natal’ food environment; then at maturity, they were transferred to individual ‘adult’ environments (again manipulated as low-, medium- and high-feeding treatments) in a fully crossed, factorial design. Females increased their mean egg size as they aged, an effect that was strongest when adults were kept in high-food conditions. This result was interpreted as an adaptive shift in reproductive strategy with age—that is, the emphasis on egg number in young females shifted to an emphasis on egg size in older females, a response to likely increases in offspring competition.

With regard to within-clutch variation in offspring size, therefore, we suggest that older mothers are confronted with a more predictable environment, in that competition between offspring is much more likely when mothers are older (Plaistow et al. 2007). As such, we would predict that variation in offspring size should be lower in older mothers. Furthermore, we would predict that mothers that experience a constant environment with regard to food availability during rearing and reproduction would produce less variable offspring than mothers that experienced changes in their nutritional environment across their lifetime.

We found that the direction of change in the CV of egg size across maternal age depended on both the rearing and the adult food treatments (table 1; figure 2). As predicted, females generally showed a decrease in egg size variability with age (although the slope of this decrease depended on natal–adult feeding combinations, as shown by the significant interaction in table 1), but this was particularly the case when the natal environment matched the maternal environment. When mothers experienced a change in their nutritional environment from the natal stage to the adult stage, offspring size variability no longer decreased with age (table 2; figure 3). We suggest that this study represents an excellent example of mothers using their own experience of environmental predictability as an indicator of the predictability of the offspring environment, and modifying offspring size variability accordingly.

4. CASE STUDY 2
The study by Allen et al. (2008) is similar to that of Plaistow et al. (2007), in that it also explored maternal responses to environmental variation in competition for resources. Allen et al. (2008) manipulated densities of the bryozoan, Bugula neritina (a sessile, filter feeding,
Table 2. Effect of maternal age and constancy of the maternal nutritional environment on within-clutch offspring size variation in the soil mite, *S. berlesei*. (Data from Plaistow et al. 2007.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>source</th>
<th>d.f.</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>change in food</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>39.397</td>
<td>8.430</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>age</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>32.952</td>
<td>7.051</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>change \times age</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>27.260</td>
<td>5.833</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>error</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>4.673</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Effect of maternal age and environmental constancy on offspring size variability in the soil mite, *S. berlesei*. (Data from Plaistow et al. 2007). Data are divided into a change in feeding treatments from rearing to adult food environment (circles and dashed line), and no change in feeding treatment (crosses and solid line).

colonial marine invertebrate), to examine whether the intensity of intraspecific competition influenced maternal provisioning. Colonies were reared from settlement in the field for five weeks in either low- or high-density treatments, then focal colonies were spawned in the laboratory and larval size measured. Mothers experiencing competition produced larger larvae than competition-free mothers, which was interpreted as an adaptive response to competition because larger larvae are better competitors. Allen et al. (2008) also included treatments in which mothers experienced either a constant or a variable level of competition. We predict that mothers in high-density environments would produce less variable offspring sizes, as offspring are highly likely to face competition, whereas it is unclear whether offspring from competition-free mothers will face competition. Furthermore, we would predict mothers that experience variable levels of competition to produce more variable offspring sizes than mothers that experience constant levels of competition.

Neither of our predictions was supported by our analyses, but in each instance, our power to detect a shift in within-clutch variation in offspring size was low. There was no effect of density on the level of variation in offspring size (density: $F_{3,67} = 1.556$, $p = 0.208$), but our power to detect a 50 per cent difference in the CV of offspring size across competitive environments was approximately 0.67 (well below the desired value of 0.8). Similarly, there was no effect of “environmental constancy” on the level of variation in offspring size (constancy: $F_{1,58} = 0.05$, $p = 0.824$). Again, power analysis suggests that we did not have sufficient power to detect an effect (power to detect a 50% difference: approx. 0.61). We were surprised not to see an effect of environmental constancy in the maternal generation on within-clutch offspring size variation. Hence, it is unclear whether such effects are subtler and therefore harder to detect than expected, or simply do not occur in this species.

5. CASE STUDY 3

Gagliano & McCormick (2007) manipulated maternal condition in the coral reef fish, *Pomacentrus amboinensis*, by applying a supplemented or non-supplemented feeding treatment to mothers placed on isolated patch reefs. They also examined unmanipulated mothers that were left on natural reefs. Overall, they found no difference in egg size among mothers subjected to different food treatments. We would predict that variation in offspring size should be lower on the two isolated patch reef treatments than on the natural reefs: mothers on isolated patch reefs will presumably experience greater environmental predictability, regardless of whether food was supplemented or not, than mothers experiencing natural competition and therefore variation in food availability on the main reef. We first tested whether there was a difference in offspring size variability between fed and unfed mothers, but there was none ($F_{1,12} = 0.631$, $p = 0.443$). We therefore pooled these two groups and tested them against unmanipulated mothers. We found a significant difference between environmental treatments, whereby unmanipulated mothers on natural reefs produced offspring of more variable size than mothers exposed to constant experimental conditions ($F_{1,12} = 5.98$, $p = 0.031$). This study represents a case where no significant shift in the mean egg size occurred (presumably due to the dispersive larval phase obscuring a clear prediction of which direction to shift mean size), but a significant shift in egg size variability was still observed (possibly a bet-hedging response to increased environmental variability and therefore unpredictability, i.e. dynamic bet hedging).

6. CASE STUDY 4

Sprenger et al. (2008) manipulated the number of matings and the diversity of male partners to assess the effect of polyandry on maternal investment in the sea slug, *Chelidonura sandrana*. Each female was mated either singly, repeatedly mated with the same male...
or mated with four different males (polyandry). Polyandrous females produced larger egg capsules and larvae than both repeatedly and singly mated monandrous females. Here, while multiple mating can be interpreted as a genetic bet-hedging strategy (see Yasui 1998), we cannot envisage a difference in environmental predictability that the offspring of mothers in the different mating treatments would face. Consequently, we would predict that, despite a shift in mean egg size, there should be no change in the offspring size variability among the treatments. Our analyses support this prediction: we detected no difference in the CV of offspring size among mating treatments, despite having sufficient power to detect an effect (table 3; power to detect a 50% difference among treatment means: 0.87). However, it should be noted that it is currently unclear how genetic diversity affects the mother’s perception of environmental predictability—as genetic diversity would increase variability in offspring performance even in a stable environment, it is possible that mothers could increase variability in offspring size to match the variability in offspring performance. This idea remains speculative, and warrants further investigation.

### 7. CASE STUDY 5

Marshall & Keough (2004) simulated a predation event by halving the size of \textit{B. neritina} colonies (same organism as case study 2), then examined its effect on subsequent offspring size. Colonies were reared from settlement in the field for six weeks, and then treatment colonies were halved in size and control colonies left intact. After one week, all colonies were harvested, induced to spawn and larval size measured. They found that halved colonies produced larvae that were on average 13 per cent smaller than unmanipulated colonies. This result was interpreted as mothers reducing the fitness of current offspring to increase their own long-term fitness (i.e. by diverting energy to their own growth). Under such a scenario, it is hard to imagine how the predictability of offspring environments would change among the two treatments and, thus, we would again predict no difference in the variability of offspring across maternal environments. However, the analyses in Marshall & Keough (2004) do not support our prediction: there was a strong effect of the predation treatment on offspring size variability, with halved colonies producing much more variable offspring ($F_{1,10} = 28.38, p < 0.001$). It is possible that the change in larval size variability is a bet-hedging strategy, and we have misinterpreted how the females perceive the experimental manipulation and subsequent environmental predictability. However, we suspect that this effect is a physiological artefact (i.e. a stress response) of the experimental manipulation—the sudden redirection of resources back to asexual growth may inevitably result in an increase in offspring size variation within the colony. Thus we suggest that this case study provides a good example of a change in within-clutch offspring size variation that is not adaptive, but rather a product of physiological constraints. However, we acknowledge that this example highlights the problems associated with discriminating between adaptive and non-adaptive shifts in offspring size variation.

### 8. CONCLUSIONS

Our small sample of studies suggests that, at least in some cases, mothers appear to dynamically bet hedge in response to the changes in environmental predictability. Table 4 summarizes our findings and essentially shows that every combination of responses to maternal manipulation is possible. Overall, it appears that within-clutch variation in egg size may be a far more complex factor than previously acknowledged, and warrants further investigation. For some time, it has been recognized that environmental quality will affect the optimal size of offspring that mothers should produce, and that within-species offspring size variation is largely a product of mothers reacting to variation in the quality of environments that they face. However, we suggest that an additional source of offspring size variation—environmental predictability—be included in such considerations. Both among- and within-clutch offspring size variations contribute to total population-level variability, and we suggest that highly unpredictable environments are likely to induce mothers to produce a range of offspring sizes. More generally, we argue that variance in traits is often neglected in evolutionary ecology studies overall, and may have implications reaching beyond maternal effects.

If mothers manipulate within-clutch variation in offspring size in response to changes in environmental predictability (as our case studies suggest they might), this may have implications for the interpretation of studies that focus solely on mean offspring size. If an offspring size fitness function is asymmetrical (as many...
be a non-adaptive physiological constraint, resulting in effects studies in general. Within-clutch variation may originate from adaptive or transmissive mechanisms in maternal behavior. To distinguish whether shifts in mean offspring traits result from maternal manipulations demonstrates the potential difficulties associated with trying to discriminate between adaptive and non-adaptive shifts in offspring size variation. Superficially, an increase in offspring variance in variable environments may appear to be evidence for adaptive plasticity. However, an increase in trait variation under stressful conditions may also be the result of increased non-adaptive developmental instability (Hoffman & Parsons 1991). It is sometimes argued that developmental instability itself may be a mechanism that produces adaptive variation if its expression changes across environments (Simons & Johnston 1997), although this idea remains contentious (Pigliucci 2001). Regardless, while we agree that part of the variance observed in offspring phenotypes is likely to be the result of physiological constraints, we believe our case studies imply that in certain cases, within-clutch variability in egg size may indeed be viewed as an adaptive maternal effect.

There are some important ecological implications of mothers manipulating within-clutch variance in offspring size. Within-species offspring size variation is traditionally underestimated (Turnbull et al. 2006). The fact that some mothers may be deliberately increasing size variation in their offspring suggests that offspring sizes are likely to be much more variable than previously anticipated. Any increases in offspring size variation within populations are likely to induce non-random mortality through size refuge effects and asymmetrical competitive interactions (Marshall et al. 2006). In some organisms, offspring size affects dispersal potential (Parciak 2002; Marshall & Keough 2003; Benard & McAuley 2008). If mothers produce a range of offspring sizes, then this could effectively spread her offspring throughout a range of habitats, further spreading her risk and minimizing among-generation variation in reproductive success (Strathmann 1974).

While we have focused specifically on offspring size, we expect that within-clutch variance in any offspring phenotype represents a trait that selection can shape. Some examples of other traits that exhibit a bet-hedging strategy include: high variance in sperm traits (Krug & Zimmer 2004); and variation in seed germination (Simons & Johnston 2006); variation in sibling dispersal potential (Strathmann 1974; Krug & Zimmer 2004); and variation in settlement-cue requirements (Raimondi & Keough 1990; Krug 2001). Furthermore, a number of studies have begun to address adaptive changes in mean sperm traits from males facing varying levels of sperm competition (Snook 2005; Crean & Marshall 2008). We suggest that future studies also include the estimates of both mean and variance in sperm traits, given the substantial potential for males to hedge their bets with respect to sperm swimming longevity and competitive ability. This possibility, however, has been largely unexplored.

In summary, we propose that the emphasis of maternal effects studies should be modified from a focus on mean offspring traits in isolation to a focus on both the mean and the variance of offspring traits within a mother’s clutch. At the very least, we encourage future studies to examine and report the variance of within-clutch traits. We predict that...
dynamic bet hedging in offspring size is more common than previously anticipated and we look forward to further studies that test this prediction.
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